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STAY COOL UND PERRESSURE -The ventilation systems and breathable fabrics that compose EVERCOOL    performance technology
are the ultimate source of body temperature regulation.

SWEAT WITHOUT SMELLNI G LIKE IT -EVERFRESH     antimicrobial treatment helps prevent ofensive odors, keeping your products
smelling fresh.

BANISH SWE AFTROM YOUR BODY -The ultimate in moisture management, EVERDRI   wicking optimizes your comfort and endurance
levels.

MAXIMUM IMPACT PROTECTION -Cushioning helps provide maximum impact protection for your hands, wrists, and shins  during 
repetitive strikes. Features a vertically oriented foam-plated construction that provides maximum stability, impact, and ultimate comfort.

PROTECTION ENGINEERED -New shield design maintains a secure fit for advanced protection and comfort during training.

REVOLUTIONIZE YOUR WRAPS -FLEXCOOL™ technical fabric stretches and flexes for the ultimate breathability and support.

THE BALANCE OF POWER -POWERLOCK technology. Ergonomic layered foam construction that secures the hand into a
natural fistposition. The perfect balance between power and protection.

DON’T DROP THE BALL -EVERGRIP    synthetic technology designed for superior grip during the hardest workouts.

STATE-OF-THE-ART PROTECTION -EVERGEL    technology provides state-of-the-art cushioning and dissipates impact
energy improving protection for hands, knuckles, and wrists.

STATE-OF-THE-ART PROTECTION -EVERGEL   technology provides state-of-the-art cushioning and dissipates impact
energy improving protection for hands, knuckles, and wrists.

ONE OPPONENT YOU CAN'T BEAT - NEVATEAR    is a layered matrix of synthetic leather and webbed vinyl engineered to
outlastthe heaviest hitters.

STABILIZE YOUR WORKOUT -Centralized POWERCORE    weight placement for maximized force dispersion.

REVOLUTIONARY WRIST PROTECTION -Designed for maximum wrist protection, PROTEX² features a two-ring anatomical
foam collar system to stabilize the wrist comfort and protection no matter how hard you’re hitting.

POWER & PROTECTION IN EVERY PUNCH -The contoured, closed-cell C3 FOAM technology is designed with increased
cushioning, support, and force dispersion.

MORE POWER AND PROTECTION IN EVERY PUNCH - With an added layer of high-density foam, the contoured, closed-cell C4
technology provides greater cushioning, support, and force dispersion for superior protection during training.

STRENGTH THAT GOES THE DISTANCE - Designed to keep you stronger and drier longer, Compress-X firm fit lessens
vibrations and reduces muscle fatigue by stimulating blood flow and curbing lactic acid build up.
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1910 CLASSIC TRAINING GLOVES

> Pro quality at retail price.
> Ventilated palm improves airflow and comfort.
> Laser etched detailing.
> Genuine leather construction.

SKU: P00001714   12oz
P00001715   14oz
P00001698   16oz

SKU: P00001705   12oz
P00001710   14oz
P00001712   16oz

SKU: P00001706   12oz
P00001707   14oz
P00001708   16oz

SKU: P00001709   12oz
P00001711   14oz
P00001713   16oz



TECNOLOGY:

POWERLOCK HOOK & LOOP TRAINING GLOVES 
WITH SYNTHETIC LEATHER

> POWERLOCK training gloves were designed with a modern, anatomical foam construction that guides your hand into a natural fist position.
> The compact design provides superior fist closure for the perfect balance of comfort, speed, and protection.
> Built with premium synthetic leather that is ideal for heavy bag and mitt work.

SKU: 
         

P00000729       14oz
P00000730       16oz

SKU: 

SKU: P00000723      14oz
P00000724      16oz

SKU: P00002021      12oz
P00002022      14oz
P00002023      16oz

SKU: P00000722      12ozP00000727      14oz
P00000728      16oz

SKU: P00000725      14oz
P00000726      16oz



ELITE PROSTYLE TRAINING GLOVES

PROSTYLE TRAINING GLOVES
The Elite Pro Style Training Glove features a revolutionary one-piece design that 
optimizes fist placement and promotes natural range of motion. Built with closed 
cell foam technology for hand protection and grip cord for extra gripping power. 
Evercool™ mesh palm increases ventilation. Hourglass-shaped wrist with 
Evershield™ reinforced padding stabilizes your hand and wrist, providing a 
supportive, comfortable, and truly secure fit. Premium synthetic leather.

TECNOLOGY:

SKU: P00SM12BR   12oz
P00001203    14oz
P00001204    16oz
        

        

SKU: P00001244   8oz
P00SM10PK  10oz
P00001196   12oz
P00SM14PK  14oz

SKU: P00SM10RD  10oz
P00001243   12oz
P00001198   14oz
P00001200   16oz

SKU: 
P00SM10BK  10oz
P00001240   12oz
P00001201   14oz
P00001202   16oz

SKU: P00001242   12oz
P00001205   14oz
P00001206   16oz

SKU: P00001195   12oz
P00SM10NA  10oz
P00SM14NA  14oz
        
        

P00001239     8oz



SKU: P00SM08GL      8 oz
P00SM10GL    10 oz
P00SM12GL    12 oz
P00SM14GL    14 oz
P00SM16GL    16 oz

SKU: 

SKU: P00SM10WG  10oz
P00SM12WG  12oz
P00SM14WG  14oz
P00SM16WG  16oz

SKU: P00SM10BG  10oz
P00SM12BG  12oz
P00SM14BG  14oz
P00SM16BG  16oz 

P00SM12WT  12oz
P00SM14WT  14oz 

SKU: P00SM10RF  10oz
P00SM12RF  12oz
P00SM14RF  14oz
P00SM16RF  16oz 

> Closed cell foam technology for hand protection.
> Grip cord inside for extra gripping power and protection.
> EVERCOOLTM  mesh ventilation panels.
> EVERSHIELDTM   reinforced padded wrist for support and increased hyperflexion deterrence.

&

ELITE PROSTYLE TRAINING GLOVES



PROSPECT GLOVES

P00001644 8 OZSKU:

> 

> 

> 

> 

SKU: P00001646

Prospect was designed to keep your young athlete protected 
and performing at their best.
The kit comes with the prospect boxing gloves and the appropriate 
mitt  with superior 
Absorbency while limiting trainer fatigue.

With this kit, the young boxer is ready for his work-out.

PROSPECT YOUTH BOXING KIT

PROSPECT TRAINING GLOVES

>  Enhanced wrist wrap provides support.
>  Padded knuckles keep hands safe.
>  8 OZ.



#TeamEverlast



EVERSTRIKE
MULTI-PORPUSE GLOVE

> The EVERSTRIKE™ Training Gloves are    
   extremely versatile. 
> With an easy transition from push-ups and 
   cardio training to grappling and light bag 
   work, these gloves allow for a full range of 
   workouts. 
> Women specific design provides optimal fit, 
   comfort & balance. 
> EVERCOOL™ technology keeps you cool and 
   dry during intense training. The ventilation 
   systems and breathable fabrics that compose 
   EVERCOOL™ performance technology are the 
   ultimate source of body temperature 
   regulation.

SKU:

TECNOLOGIES :

P00000661  WT/GL    S/M
P00000660  BK/PK    S/M

P00000662  BK/GY    M/L - L/XL
P00000663  BK/GL    M/L - L/XL

TECNOLOGY :

> EVERFRESH™ antimicrobial liner, sweat  
    without smelling like it.
> 18” hook-and-loop wrist strap with the 
    tri-sect closure for extra support
    and protection during training.
> Grip bar anatomically positioned higher 
    into the fingers to ensure a natural tight 
    grip. 
> Reinforced finger loops.
> Anatomical thumb padding to provide  
    increased protection without 
    decreasing mobility.
> Closed Cell Durafoam padding.
> Contoured fit puts the hand into a 
    natural fist position maximizing your 
    punching techniques.
> Solid curved foam padding designed for 
    heavy bag and punch mitt work.
> Made of synthetic leather.

SKU: 4301        
 

WRISTRAP HEAVY 
BAG GLOVES

SM  LXL

> Soft and lightweight neoprene construction 
    throughou.
> Padded palm grip for safety and comfort.

NEOPRENE HEAVY 
BAG GLOVES

SKU: 4303   S/M 

BAG GLOVES



PUNCH MITTS

SKU: 4318 

TECNOLOGY :

ENGINEERED FOR: MITT WORK
> Premium synthetic polycanvas along  
    with excellent glove construction
    provides long lasting durability and 
    functionality.
> Improved design increases functionality 
    by including a full glove backing.
> Anti-microbial treatment prevents 
    offensive odors, keeping your products 
    smelling fresh.

SKU:  

         
TECNOLOGIES :

TECNOLOGIES :

4416  

MANTIS PUNCH MITTS
ENGINEERED FOR: MITT WORK
> Moisture absorbing and anti-microbial   
    lining retains freshness and fights  
    bacterial growth, extending the life of  
    your equipment.
> New mesh back ensures breathability  
    and comfort while a moisture absorbing 
    and anti-microbial lining retains
    freshness, extending the life of your   
    equipment.
> Mantis shape and new padded wrist 
    support combine to provide superior  
    hand safety and comfort. 

SKU: 4416GL 

         

EVERGEL
MANTIS PUNCH MITTS
ENGINEERED FOR: MITT WORK
> Moisture absorbing and anti-microbial   
    lining retains freshness and fights  
    bacterial growth, extending the life of  
    your equipment.
> New mesh back ensures breathability  
    and comfort while a moisture absorbing 
    and anti-microbial lining retains
    freshness, extending the life of your   
    equipment.
> Mantis shape and new padded wrist 
    support combine to provide superior  
    hand safety and comfort. PAIR

PAIR

PUNCH MITTS



PUNCH MITTS

SKU: 3010 
TECNOLOGY :

PARTNER TRAINING KIT
ENGINEERED FOR: MITT WORK

> Premium synthetic leather and neoprene, along with excellent 
glove construction, provides durability and functionality.
> Improved design increases functionality by including a full glove backing.
> Anti-microbial treatment prevents offensive odors, keeping your products
smelling fresh.



HAND WRAPS



PRO STYLE HAND WRAPS

SKU:  4456JH-WT SKU: 4456JH-BK

>180 inches of machine washable
Nylon/polyester blend material provides breathable
comfort and protection while training.

        antimicrobial treatment 
prevents offensive odors, keeping your products 
smelling fresh.

>





SKU:  4456  

TECNOLOGY :

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT, SPEED BAG 
WORKOUT, CARDIO STRIKE
> 180 inches of machine washable cotton/spandex 
    blend material provides breathable comfort and 
    safety while training.
> Thumb strap ensures ease of use with a hook and    
    loop closure for a secure fit.
> Anti-microbial treatment prevents offensive odors, 
    keeping your products smelling fresh.

120” HAND WRAPS

SKU:
 

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT, SPEED BAG WORKOUT, CARDIO STRIKE
> 120 inches of machine-washable poly-cotton blend keeps hands safe 
   and wrists supported while training. 
> Thumb loop ensures ease of use; hook-and-loop closure ensures 
   secure fit.
> Machine washable.

4455  
 

HAND WRAPS

180” HAND WRAPS

BLACK GREEN RED ORANGE PINK

WHITE PURPLE BLUE
BLACK GOLD RED BLUE WHITE GREEN



SKU: 1216 SKU: 1253 SKU: 1252

108” PRINTED HAND WRAP
> The use of the hand wrap provides protection to the muscles, articulations and tendons.
> The hand wrap provides comfort and safety while training.
> Material: 80% cotton, 20% acrylic

HAND WRAPS



SKU: 
         

FLEXCOOL HANDWRAPS

108” HAND WRAPS
3 PACK  

4455-3

SKU: 
         

4458G  GREY

TECNOLOGY:

180" WRAPS
> 180" of machine-washable, synthetic blend material 
    that provides breathability and safety while training.
> FLEXCOOL™ material allows wraps to stretch and 
    provides extra protection to the wrist, hands, and 
    knuckles.
> Ventilated design for increased air flow and 
    breathability.
> Thumb loop ensures ease of the hook-and-loop 
    closure provides a secure fit.

HAND WRAPS & TAPE

> Used by amateur and professional trainers
> Each roll is 1” x 10 yards.

 

TAPE 1”

SKU:  P00000780  



ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT, 
SPEED BAG WORKOUT, CARDIO STRIKE 
> New state of the art gel material  
   dissipates impact energy and protects 
   knuckles during training.
> Full wrist wrap strap provides superior 
   wrist support and allows for a 
   more customizable fit.
> Improved design increases functionality 
   and durability while making the gloves  
   easier to use.

HAND WRAPS

EVERGELTM  HAND 
WRAPS

SKU: 
         

TECNOLOGIES:

4355

SKU: 

         

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT, 
SPEED BAG WORKOUT, 
WEIGHT LIFTING
> State of the art Evergel material 
    dissipates impact energy and protects 
    knuckles during training.
> Dual purpose design allows gloves to be 
    used under training gloves for 
    boxing or used as fully functional weight 
    lifting gloves.
> Evergrip technology ensures a durable 
    and protective palm surface 
    during weight lifting and fitness 
    workouts.

TECNOLOGIES:

SKU: 
         

4335

TMEVERGEL  WEIGHTED 
HAND WRAPS

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT, 
SHADOWBOXING
> State of the art Evergel material  
    dissipates impact energy and protects
    knuckles during training.
> Full wrist wrap strap provides superior 
    wrist support and allows for a 
    more customizable fit.
> Removable 1 lb. weight fits securely in 
   pocket on the back of fists.

TECNOLOGY:

SM  LXL

M  L  XLM  L

COLOR: YW / PK /BK

WRISTRAP HEAVY
BAG GLOVES

4356



HAND WRAPS

NEOPRENE WEIGHTED 
GLOVE

SKU: 
         

EVWG6I052     0.5KG X2

PRINTED EVERGELTM 
HANDWRAPS

SKU: 1248 BLACK    MEDIUM
1249 BLACK      LARGE
1250 BLUE        MEDIUM
1251 BLUE        LARGE

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT, REFLEX BAG 
WORKOUT, MITT WORKOUT
>Keep your hands cool and protected during your next  
   MMA training session with these EVERGEL™ hand 
   wraps from Everlast®. 
>The EVERGEL™ material dissipates impact energy to   
   protect your knuckles even in the most physical of 
   workouts.

PRIME EVERGEL 
HANDWRAPS

SKU: 
         

TECNOLOGIES:

1300000   GY/GN M 
1300002   GY/GN L 

> Combined EVERGEL™ and ISOPLATE foam 
    padding dissipates impact energy and 
    provides added knuckle protection during   
    training.
> Full wrist wrap-strap provides superior 
    support and allows for a more 
    customizable fit. 
> Improved design increases functionality 
    and durability.secures the fit.

> Constructed from neoprene, these gloves 
    aree built to last and for optimum fit.
> The anatomic wrist wrap helps to secure 
    the gloves and provide wrist stability.



HEADGEARS

SKU:
SKU:  

ELITE HEAD GEAR
> Sparring head gear.
> Premium synthetic leather. 
> Comfortable, dense foam padding.

P00001211

ML

EVERHIDE   HEAD GEAR

         

4022

TECNOLOGY:TECNOLOGY:

> Lightweight Everhide ®  material Open 
    face design with cheek protection.
> Adjustable head and chin straps for 
    customized fit.

®

SKU:  630200 RED S/M
630206 BLUE        S/M

TECNOLOGY:

AMATEUR CONTEST 
HEAD GUARD

> Hook-and-loop chin strap for an adjustable fit.
> Premium leather provides long-lasting durability 
   and functionality.
> Made to amateur boxing competition specifications.
> Headgear is not for international competition.
> Officially certified to meet USA Boxing specifications.



PROTECTORS

SKU: 
         

TECNOLOGIES:

> Flexible design allows fighter increased 
 mobility during competition.

> Premium leather construction provides 
dlong-lasting Durability and functionality.

> Features elastic waistband with adjustable
hook-and-loop rear closure for secure 
placement and comfort during training.

760001 S  
760201   M      
760401 L  

LIGHTWEIGHT SPARRING 
PROTECTOR

SKU:  750001 S
SKU:  750201 M

PRO COMPETITION PROTECTOR

> Dense shock-absorbing C3 FOAM™ padding and cup provides 
maximum protection for the groin, hips, and kidneys.  

> Premium leather construction provides long-lasting durability 
and functionality.

> EVERDRI™ wicking lining optimizes comfort and repels excessive 
moisture during training. 

TECHNOLOGIES:



PROTECTORS

TECNOLOGIES:

SKU : 
         

510201  MEDIUM
510401 LARGE

 

LIGHTWEIGHT SPARRING 
PROTECTOR

TECNOLOGIES :

532001

COACH VEST

SKU : 

> Flexible design allows fighter increased 
mobility during competition.

> Premium leather construction provides 
long-lasting durability 
and functionality. 

> Features elastic waist band with 
adjustable hook-and-loop rear closure 
for secure placement and comfort during 
training.

> Premium leather construction for ultimate 
    durability.
> Contoured, closed-cell C3 FOAM technology 
    is designed with increased cushioning, 
    support, and ultimate force dispersion to 
    protect the torso and abdomen from 
    powerful punches and lower body combinations.
> EVERDRI TM wicking lining optimizes comfort  
    and repels excessive moisture during training.
> Includes adjustable padded shoulder 
    straps for  secure placement and comfort.

SKU:

TECNOLOGY :

712501

C3 PRO KICK PAD

> Multi-layered, dense C3 FOAM padding 
    absorbs the heaviest kicks, knees, and 
    strikes during training.
> Easy to maneuver for multiple target options.
> Premium leather construction for ultimate 
   durability.
> Reinforced rivets and padded handles to 
    withstand impact and sustain a secure grip. 
> Dimensions: 24" x 18" x 5"



MMA



MMA GLOVES

 

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT, THAI 
PAD WORKOUT
> Full wrist wrap strap provides superior wrist 
    support and allows for a more customizable  
    fit.
> Mesh palm ensures breathability and 
    comfort, while a moisture-absorbing and 
    anti-microbial lining retains freshness, and 
    extends the life of your equipment.
> Designed with extended knuckle padding 
    that protects fingers while training.
> Premium synthetic leather along with 
    excellent glove construction, 
   provides durability and functionality.

GLOVES

SKU : 
  

4402B

TECNOLOGIES:

MMA KICKBOXING

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT, 
THAI PAD WORKOUT
> Authentic Muay Thai glove design with a 
   dual-collar support panel for 
   superior wrist protection, and closed-cell 
   foam technology for hand safety.
> Premium synthetic leather along with 
   excellent glove construction, provides 
   durability and functionality.

2 

MUAY THAI GLOVES

SKU:  
         

7352B  

TECNOLOGIES :

PROTEX

>  Full wrist wrap strap provides superior 
    wrist support and allows for a more 
    customizable fit.
> New design with refined MMA glove shape 
    for improved finger flexibility and hand 
    protection.  
> Used for heavy bag workouts and mitt work. 

7502LXL BLACK

MMA HEAVY 
BAG GLOVES

SKU:

ENGINEERED FOR: SPARRING, MITT WORK, 
GROUND & POUND
> Premium synthetic leather along with 
    excellent glove construction, provides durability 
    and functionality.     

> Full wrist wrap strap provides superior wrist 
    support and allows for a more customizable fit. 
> New design with refined glove padding provides 
    a more ergonomic fist shape for improved comfort 
    and flexibility. 

TECNOLOGY :

SKU:  
         

7773

GLOVES
TRAINING STRIKING

 S/M L/XL



MMA GLOVES

 
         

TECNOLOGIES :

 

> Promotes proper hand form and technique to 
    reducing the risk of face, hand, and wrist 
    injuries.
> Unique design includes a curved striking 
    surface which maximize hand  protection at 
    the impact zone.
> Features POWERLOCK technology, a defined 
    anatomical foam construction that guides 
    your hand into a natural fist position.
> Made from premium leather for long-lasting 
    durability and functionality.

SK U : 7674M 
7674L
7674XL

MMA POWERLOCK
FIGHT GLOVES

TECNOLOGY :

ENGINEERED FOR: GRAPPLING, MITT WORK
> Premium synthetic leather along with 
    excellent glove construction, provides 
    durability and functionality.
> Full wrist wrap strap provides superior wrist 
    support and allows for a more customizable 
    fit.
> New design with refined glove shape for 
    improved finger flexibility and hand 
    protection.

SKU : 7772  

TRAINING GRAPPLING
GLOVES
7 OZ

S/M L/XLTECNOLOGY:

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT, THAI 
PAD WORKOUT
> Full wrist wrap strap provides superior wrist 
   support and allows for a more customizable 
   fit.
> New design with refined glove shape for  
   improved finger flexibility and hand 
   protection.

SKU:

 

/ BLU E
RED

  7560 BLACK
/ PIN K

MMA GRAPPLING GLOVES

 S/M L/XL



#trainingEverlast



MMA GLOVES & WRAPS

SKU:

ENGINEERED FOR: KICKBOXING, HEAVY BAG WORKOUT, MITT 
WORK
> Full wrist wrap strap provides superior wrist support and 
    allows for a more customizable fit.
> New full mesh palm ensures breathability and comfort.
> New design with extended knuckle padding protects fingers 
    while training with neoprene construction for comfort.

EVERCOOL KICKBOXING GLOVES

 
TECNOLOGY :

4403P  

ENGINEERED FOR: GRAPPLING, MITT WORK
> Premium synthetic leather along with excellent glove 
    construction, provides durability and functionality.
> Full wrist wrap strap provides superior wrist support and 
    allows for a more customizable fit.
> New design with refined glove padding provides a more 
   ergonomic fist shape for improved comfort and flexibility.

7778

PRO STYLE
GRAPPLING GLOVES

TECNOLOGIES :
SKU: SM LXL

EVERCOOL KICKBOXING GLOVES

SKU:  
 
P00000158 BLACK  S/M
P00000158 -BL  BLU E

 P00000158 -RD  RED
 

  
P00000159  BLACK  L/XL
P00000159 -BL  BLUE

:

COMPETITION STYLE MMA GLOVES
> Features EVERSHIELD technology, a new shield design that 
   provides a secure fit around the wrist for advanced protection 
   and comfort.
> Unique design includes a curved striking surface to maximize 
   hand protection  at the impact zone.
> Premium synthetic leather provides ultra-soft feel and 
   long-lasting durability.

TECNOLOGIES





PRIME GLOVES

PRIME TRAINING GLOVE

SKU: 1200001 14 oz
         1200002        16 oz

TECNOLOGIES :

> Premium suede leather provides ultra-soft feel and long 
    lasting durability.
> Firm, yet resilient foam padding contours to your hand for 
    maximum cushioning and impact protection.
> ISOPLATE technology features vertically oriented foam plated 
    wrist construction that stabilizes & prevents hyper-extension 
    upon impact.
> Back-end hook & loop wrist wrap closure stabilizes wrist for a 
    comfortable and supportive fit.
> EVERDRI™ wicking lining helps banish sweat to enhance 
    durability.   

ENGINEERED FOR: SPARRING, MITT WORK, 
GROUND & POUND
> Premium synthetic leather provides 
   ultra-soft feel and long lasting durability.
> New design incorporates both MMA 
   grappling and striking training attributes 
   into one glove.
> ISOPLATE technology features vertically 
   oriented, foam plated wrist construction 
   that stabilizes and prevents hyper-extension 
   upon impact.

SKU:  3200000   LXL
3200001   SM

PRIME UNIVERSAL 
TRAINING GLOVE

P00000151 16 OZSKU:

PRIME TRAINING GLOVE

> Made with premium leather that provides an ultra-soft feel and 
    long-lasting durability.
> Firm, yet resilient foam padding contours to your hand for maximum 

 

cushioning and impact protection.
> ISOPLATE technology features vertically oriented, foam-plated wrist 

 

construction that stabilizes and assists in preventing hyperextension 
upon impact.

> Back-end hook-and-loop wrist wrap closure stabilizes wrist for a comfortable 

 

and supportive fit.
> EVERDRI™ wicking lining expels sweat to enhance durability.



MMA PRIME

TECNOLOGY :
TECNOLOGY :

TECNOLOGY :

PRIME LEATHER MITTS

SKU: 1900000

> Premium synthetic leather provides ultra-soft feel and long 
    lasting durability.
> Moisture absorbing and anti-microbial treatment prevents 
    offensive odors, keeping your products smelling fresh.
> Enhanced mesh backing improves breathability and comfort.
> Mantis shape and new ISOPLATE technology features vertically 
    oriented, foam plated wrist construction that stabilizes and 
    prevents hyper flexion upon impact.    

> Premium synthetic leather provides ultra-soft
     feel and increased durability.

> Non slip texture on bottom of foot provides traction 
    while training.
> Synthetic leather surrounds high density foam on 
    both panels to provide shin protection. Full length 
    compression sleeve for superior fit.
> Essential for sparring workouts.

> Authethic Thai design features dense foam padding 
    for safety while blocking kicks, punches, elbows and knees.
> ISOPLATE forearm padding helps stabilize and provide 
    added support during training.
> Includes hook & loop straps with riveted, reinforced handles.

> Sold individually with a hang tag.

SKU: 3400001

SKU: 7951B
SM   ML

PRIME MMA THAI PAD MMA SHINGUARDS



MMA MITTS

ENGINEERED FOR: MITT WORK
> Extended striking surface to accommodate
kicks and knees while training.
> Mantis shape and closed-cell foam
technology combine to provide superior hand
safety and comfort.
> Premium synthetic leather along with
excellent glove construction, provides
durability and functionality.
> Sold individually on a hang card.

ENGINEERED FOR: MITT WORK, KICKING
> Premium synthetic leather along with 
   excellent glove construction, provides 
   durability and functionality.
> Multiple straps increase shield 
   functionality. 
> High-density foam for impact protection.

ENGINEERED FOR: MITT WORK, KICKING
> Premium synthetic leather along with excellent 
   glove construction, provides durability and 
   functionality.
> Authentic Thai design features dense foam 
   padding for safety while 
> Blocking kicks, punches, elbows and knees.

SKU : 7330B

STRIKE SHIELD THAI PADS

BACK
VIEW:

BACK
VIEW:

BACK
VIEW:

TECNOLOGY :

SKU : 7408

MMA MANTIS MITT

SKU : 7517



ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT, THAI PAD WORKOUT
> 100 inches of machine-washable cotton/spandex blend 
    material provides breathable comfort and safety while 
    training.
> Thumb loop ensures ease of use; hook-and-loop closure for a 
    secure fit.
> Anti-microbial treatment fights bacterial growth, keeping 
    your products safe and smelling fresh.

TECNOLOGIES :

SKU : 
         

4453
RED /BLACK

100" PRO MMA 
HAND WRAPS

 
 

SKU: 
         

> This double sides target design is great for practicing  
    high and low kicks, enhance your speed, accuracy and 
   strength. 
> Comes with a heavy duty elastic wrist lanyard to 
   stop the kick pad from dropping. 
> Made of pu leather outside and high elastic compression 
   sponge inside. 
> Perfect for taekwondo fans or other martial arts 
    exerciser to train. 

EVTR7K15 - RD
EVTR7K15 - BK

DOUBLE KICK PAD

TECNOLOGY :

SKU: 7420
LXL

MMA HEAD GEAR
ENGINEERED FOR: SPARRING
> Premium synthetic leather provides durability
   and functionality. 
> Antimicrobial treatment prevents offensive odors,
keeping your products smelling fresh. 
> One size fits most.

MMA MITTS



ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT
> Specially blended filler mix of sanitized  
   synthetic and natural fibers provides 
   resilient shock absorbency.
> Premium polycanvas along with excellent 
   heavy bag construction provides durability.
> Heavy-duty straps provide security and 
   safety, while the double-end 
   loop provides increased functionality.
> 40" high.

SKU: 
         

MMA4657WB  70 LBS

MMA POLYCANVAS HEAVY BAG
ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT, 
GROUND & POUND
> C3 Foam wrapped bottom panel for low kicks 
   and ground & pound.
> Knee strike handles simulate the Thai clinch 
   while training.
> Premium synthetic leather along with 
   excellent bag construction provides 
   durability and functionality. 
> 80 lbs., 90CM / 36" long.

SKU: SHMMA4788WB        80   LBS

OMNISTRIKE TM HEAVY BAG

TECNOLOGIES :

MMA HEAVY BAGS

THREE WAYS 
TO TRAIN

STRIKING POSITION

KICKS & KNEES

GROUND & POUND



MUAY THAI HEAVY BAGS

> Authentic Muay Thai teardrop shape provides a 
lower    gravitational pull on the bag making it ideal for 
knee strikes    and clinches.

> Triple stitched panel construction Durable 

> Thin profile for improved punch and kick
    accuracy.
> 5’6” tall / 160 CM
> Includes floor and ceiling fixtures.

MUAY THAI HEAVY BAG
SKU : SH4765WB 65LBS

TEARDROP HEAVY BAG

SKU : SKU:  SH4908WB 80 LBS MMA2226

MMA EVERFLEX TM

STRIKING BAG
> ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT
> High density plastic base is easily filled with 
    water or sand for stability.
> Flexible Neck allows bag to absorb powerful 
    punches while reducing base movement.
> Extra long bag design for kicks and knees.
> Approx. 160 lbs. when filled with water; 67” 
   tall at highest setting.



MMA OMNISTRIKE STAND

ENGINEERED FOR: FITNESS, HEAVY BAG WORKOUT, GROUND & 
POUND
> Omnistrike pulley design offers two bag height settings: one for 
   punches and one for low kicks and knees. Also allows one  
   person to attach or detach the heavy bag, so you can do both 
   heavy bag work, and ground and pound.
> Heavy-duty, powder-coated steel tubing combined with 3 
   weight plate pegs for maximum strength and durability. 
> Allows for kicks and angled striking.
> Easy to assemble and use. Will accommodate any heavy bag 
   up to 100 lbs.
> Footprint: 57” L x 47.6” W; 87.2” H.

SKU : MMA4812B

MMA OMNISTRIKE STAND

OMNISTRIKE PULLEY SYSTEMPULL-UP BAR

STRIKING POSITION

KICKS & KNEES

GROUND & POUND



PUNCHING & HEAVY BAGS



Heavy bagheavy bag is created with a specially blended filler mix of sanitized synthetic and natural fibers provides resilient shock absorbency. 
Premium polycanvas material with reinforced webbing provides functionality and durability.
Heavy duty straps provide security and safety.
Double-end loop provides increased functionality & resistance.

ELITE PROSTYLE HEAVY BAG

TECNOLOGY :

HEAVY BAGS

P00001221   40LBS
P00001260   70/80LBS
P00001258   100LBS

SKU: P00001260-BL   70/80LBSSKU: P00001258-BL   70/80LBSSKU: 



Heavy bagheavy bag is created with a specially blended filler mix of sanitized synthetic and natural fibers provides resilient shock absorbency. 
Premium polycanvas material with reinforced webbing provides functionality and durability.
Heavy duty straps provide security and safety.
Double-end loop provides increased functionality & resistance.

ELITE PROSTYLE HEAVY BAG

P00001267   50LBS
P00001219   70LBS

SKU: P00001264   40LBS
P00001262   70/80LBS

SKU: SKU: P00001269   70/80LBS 

P00001217   100LBS

TECNOLOGY :

SKU : P00001272   80LBS

HEAVY BAGS



HEAVY BAGS

SKU : 
         

SH4768WB     100LBS  

TECNOLOGIES :

CARDIOBLAST HEAVY BAG

SKU : SH4904BWB           PK 
SH00002                GR / LI 

C3 FOAM HEAVY BAG

> Durable polycanvas wrap filled with closed 
    cell foam technology provides increased 
    cushioning and force dispersion while its 
    resilient design maintains bag integrity.
> Specially blended filler mix of sanitized 
    synthetic and natural fibers provides 
    resilient shock absorbency.
> Premium NEVATEARTM with reinforced webbing 
    along with excellent construction provides  
    durability and functionality.
> Heavy-duty straps provide security and  
    safety, while the double-end loop provides 
    increased functionality.

ENGINEERED FOR: CARDIO BOXING WORKOUT
> CardioBlast combines a lightweight technical 
    outer shell with impact dispersing stuffing for 
    the ultimate in dynamic cardio training.
> Premium synthetic leather with reinforced 
    webbing along with excellent heavy bag 
    construction provides durability and 
    functionality.
> Designed without sand bags to create softer 
    feel for cardio and conditioning work.
> Longer bag length (40”) to accommodate 
    punches, knees, and kicks.
> EVERSTRIKE TM technology is a woven textured 
    matrix of lightweight synthetic material   
    engineered for maximum durability.

POWERSHOT HEAVY BAG

SH6900RBWB 100 LBS  
SH6908RBWB    80 LBS  

ENGINEERED FOR: CARDIO BOXING WORKOUT
> Strategically placed targets to generate 
    powerful and precise head & body shots. 
> Combination of C3 FOAM and EVERGELTM 
    Powershot cushioning targets to protect 
    hands, knuckles and wrists.
> Specially blended filler mix of sanitized 
    synthetic and natural fibers provides 
    resilient shock absorbency.
> Premium NEVATEAR TM with reinforced 
    webbing, along with excellent heavy bag 
    construction, provides durability and 
    functionality.
> Heavy-duty straps provide security and  
    safety, while the double-end loop provides 
    increased functionality.

SKU :  
         

TECNOLOGIES :

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT
> Metal rivets endure strap security;
    center-aligned sandbag placement system 
    ensures maximum force dispersion and hand 
    safety.
> Specially blended filler mix of sanitized 
    synthetic and natural fibers provides resilient  
    shock absorbency.
> Premium NEVATEAR TM  with reinforced webbing 
   along with excellent construction provides 
   durability and functionality.
> Heavy-duty straps provide security and safety, 
    while the double-end loop provides increased   
    functionality.

POWERCORE NEVATEAR 
HEAVY BAG

SKU : 
         

SH5800WB     100 LBS  
SH5808WB     80 LBS

TECNOLOGIES :TECNOLOGY :



EVERSTRIKE HEAVY BAG
SKU : 
         

49040101-BK/LI  12X28 " 
49040102-BK/LI 13X34 " 
49040103-BK/LI 13X40 " 
49040104-BK/LI  13X46 " 

1910 HEAVY BAG
SKU : 
         

SH1907WB     70/80 LB 13X40  
SH1910WB     100 LB

TECNOLOGIES :

NEVATEAR HEAVY BAG NEVATEAR HEAVY BAG
SKU : 
         

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT
> Specially blended filler mix of sanitized synthetic and natural fibers provides resilient shock absorbency.
> Premium synthetic leather with reinforced webbing along with excellent construction provides durability and functionality.
> Heavy-duty straps provide security and safety, while the double end loop provides increased functionality.

SH4000WB  100 LBS   13"X46"
SH4000WB-RD  100 LBS  13"X46"

TECNOLOGY :

TECNOLOGY :

SKU : 
         

SH 4004WB  40 LBS 12”X28”
SH 4004WB-RD  40 LBS     12”X28”
SH4006WB 60 LBS 13”X34”
SH4006WB- RD 60 LBS     13”X34”
SH 4007WB 80 LBS

80 LBS
 

SH 4007WB-RD   

HEAVY BAGS



HEAVY BAGS

TECNOLOGY: TECNOLOGY :

NEVATEAR HEAVY BAG

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT
> Specially blended filler mix of sanitized synthetic and natural fibers provides resilient shock absorbency.
> Premium synthetic leather with reinforced webbing along with excellent construction provides durability and functionality.
> Heavy-duty straps provide security and safety, while the double end loop provides increased functionality.

SKU: SH4007WB-PK     80 LBS  

PLATINUM NEVATEAR 
HEAVY BAG
SKU: 
         

SH5260WB     60 LBS 13X34
SH4107WB     80 LBS

POLYCANVAS HEAVY BAG
SKU : SH4657WB      70 LBS SKU: SH6108WB  80 LBS

DIGITAL CAMO HEAVY BAG



M. HOOK BAG

SKU: 
         

> Comes complete with triple-reinforced ring tabs to ensure maximum
toughness and heavy bag durability at the top of the bag.

> Complete with chain.
> 50 lbs. 13” x 34”

SH270001    50LBS   13”X34”
 

P00000668      80LBS

PRIME HEAVY BAG

SKU: 
         

> The Prime Heavy Bag features strategically-placed ISOPLATE 
    targets to improve strike accuracy and focus. 
> The 80-lb. bag is a specially-blended filler mix of sanitized 
    synthetic and natural fibers that provide resilient shock absorbency. 
> Built with premium NEVATEAR and reinforced webbing for 
   added durability. 

> Heavy-duty nylon straps with double-end loops keep it hanging strong.

HEAVY BAGS





TECNOLOGY:

2226  SKU : 
         TECNOLOGY :

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT 
> High density plastic base is easily filled 
   with water or sand for stablity.
> Flexible neck allows bag to absorbs power 
   punches while reducing base movement.
> Closed cell foam technology in the bag 
   provides durability and hand comfort.
> Sit-up loop and resistance bandas are 
   included to allow you to use the 
   freeestanding bag for a full body workout.
> Approx. 160 lbs. When filled with water;
   67” Tall at highest setting.

EVERFLEX FITNESS
FREESTANDING
HEAVY BAG

EVERLAST TARGET
FREESTANDING PUNCHBAG

SKU :  2240  

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT 
> High density plastic base is easily filled 
   with water or sand for stablity.
> Flexible neck allows bag to absorb powerful 
    punches while reducing base movement.
> Closed cell foam technology in the bag 
    provides durability and hand comfort.
> High grade shock absorbing foam with 
   protective  outer layer for lasting durability.
> Approx. 240 lbs. When filled with water; 70” 
   tall at highest setting.

EVERLAST AXIS FSHB

SKU :  P00002067 

The axis is a high quality freestanding heavy bag, 
excellent for developing kicks, punches, and strikes.
The base comes pre-filled, and the built-in handles 
make it simple to practice any move from takedowns 
or sparring to knee strikes and throws.

> Easy two piece assembly.
> High density foam for maximum impact.
> Handles for easy relocation, takedowns and throws.
> Pre-filled rounded base for controlled rebound.

PUNCHING BAGS

CARDIO FITNESS
TRAINING BAG

SKU :

         TECNOLOGY:

ENGINEERED FOR: CARDIO WORKOUT
> High density plastic base is easily filled 
   with water or sand for stability.
> Durable spring neck provides for quick 
   bag rebound while training.
> Premium synthetic polycanvas wrapped 
   around an inflatable air bladder provides
   comfort able stricking surface and long 
   lasting durability.
> Approx. 70lbs. When filled with water; 
   63” tall at highest setting.

2262



P00001266 SKU : 
         

> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 
> 

Air-foam chamber provides realistic feel. 
Rounded design allows for easy movement 
around target increasing cardio, leg conditioning &
hand-eye coordination.
Powercore power transfer ring absorbs impact 
and reduces base movement and sliding.
High density base can easily be filled with water or sand 
(approximately 250 lbs. with water, 370 lbs. with sand).
Solid base provides easy-to-hit target, 
maximizing your workout.
Height is adjustable from 54" to 65".
Not recommended for outside use.

POWERCORE 
FREE STANDING 
HEAVY BAG

PUNCHING BAGS

:
  

PA -5189SKU : 

> Product total height: approx. 184cm
> PU Punch Pad (A): Ø28 / thick: 7cm x 1pc
> PU Punch Pad (B): Ø25 / thick: 7cm x 4pcs
> PU Punch Pad (C): 35x26cm / thick: 
    2.7-9cm x 1pc
> Spring of punch pad: Ø8.0mm x 44.5 x 
   145mm (L) x 5pcs
> HDPE base: Ø81 x 35.5cm (H) / about 
   10kgs (split into 2pcs)
> Base tank with water is about 140kgs

HEAVY BOXING
TRAINING TREE

SKU:  
       

   76” tall.

2168  

EVERLAST TARGET
FREESTANDING
PUNCHBAG

SKU :          
TECNOLOGY :

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT 
> High density plastic base is easily filled 
   with water or sand for stablity.
> Absorbs powerful punches.
> Closed cell foam technology in the bag 
   provides durability and hand comfort.
> Full sized heavy bag with targets for full 
   power punches, kicks, knees and elbows.
> Unique target concept design to coordinate 
   your workout and challengey ourself with the 
   target zones for accuracy.
> Approx. 360 lbs. When filled with water;
   153 cm. Tall.

PRO EVERFLEX 
FREESTANDING 
HEAVY BAG

TECNOLOGY :

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT 
> High density plastic base is easily filled 
   with water or sand for stablity.
> Flexible neck allows bag to absorb 
    powerful punches while reducing base 
   movement.
> Closed cell foam technology in the bag  
   provides durability and hand comfort.
> Heavy bag for full power punches, kicks, 
   knees and elbows.
> Approx. 360 lbs. When filled with water;  

2232



#EverlastBox



2264G  SKU:  
         

> Punch-bag design allows for easy   
   movement around target, increasing 
   cardio, leg conditioning, and hand-eye 
   coordination.
> Dual HYPERFLEX TM  individual locking 
   springs provide three workout settings for 
   comprehensive punching, reflex, and cardio 
   workouts.
> SPEED FLEX — [Lock Base, Unlock Neck] 
   Setting is best for improving fast punches, 
   combinations, and reflexes.
> High-density plastic base. Approx. 70 lbs 
   when filled with water. 
> 63" tall at highest setting.

HYPERFLEXTM 
STRIKE BAG

EVERHIDE SPEED BAG

SKU: 

> Premium synthetic leather, along with excellent
   construction, provides durability and functionality.
> Balanced for accurate rebounds while training.

4215  MEDIUM  

EVERHIDE DOUBLE-END KANGAROO SPEED BAG
STRIKING BAG

SKU:
         

ENGINEERED FOR: BAG/MITT WORKOUTS
> Premium synthetic leather, along with excellent construction,
    provides durability and functionality. 
> Extended attachment straps with closed loops prevent 
    glove damage.
> Compatible with speed bag platforms and double-end
    attachments.
> Bungee cords and ceiling/floor plates included.

4223

SKU: 220901

 

> Ultra-premium Kangaroo leather allows
    this to be the lightes and most durable 
    speedbag on the market. 
> Balanced for accurate rebounds while 
    training.

SPEED BAG



PLATFORMS & HANGERS

> Laaser welded PVC bladder with nylon reinforcement 
   holds 45 lbs of water and ensures heavy bag stability 
   while training.
>16 oz  NEVATEAR Sshell ensures longevity and durability.

DE01

HEAVY BAG ANCHOR 

SKU: 

SKU: 
         

> Speed Bag platform featuring 24” 
    smoothly finished wooden drum.
> Includes Standard Speed Bag Swivel and 
    Vinyl Speed Bag.
> Hardware include.

> Solid steel material ensure safety and  
    stability when hanging up your heavy 
    bag.
> 360º rotation for full range of movement.
> Powder-coated steel for superior 
    durability.
> Wood screws included for easy 
    attachment to wood beams.

SKU: 
         

ADJUSTABLE SPEED
BAG PLATFORM

4264

WOOD BEAM HEAVY
BAG HANGER

4680U

> Easily adjust speed bag platform to ideal 
    height for any athlete.
> Platform includes swivel, two brace 
    boards, assembly hardware, and full 
    rubber edge binding for safety.
> Compatible with double-end bags and 
    double-end anchor.
> Adjustable speedbag boxing platform for 
    speed bag workouts. 
> 8" adjustable in 1" increments.
> 24" Diameter x 1" pressboard.

SKU: 
         

PRO SPEED 
BAG PLATFORM

4260



HANGERS & STANDS

HEAVY BAG STAND

SK U : 4812G

HEAVY BAG /
SPEED BAG STAND

SK U : 4813EV

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT
> Heavy duty, powder coated steel tubing 
combined with 3 weight plate 
   pegs for maximum strength and 

durability.
> Easy to assemble and will accommodate 
any heavy bag up to 100 lbs. 
> Footprint: 69” L x 48.25” W; 84.13” tall.

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT
> Heavy duty, powder coated steel tubing 
   combined with 3 weight plate pegs for 
   maximum strength and durability.
> Easy to assemble and will accommodate 
   any heavy bag up to 100 lbs.
> Adjustable height speed bag platform 
   handles all speed bag sizes.
> Footprint: 69” L x 48.25” W; 84.13” tall.

SKU: 4683  

> Rubberized interior surface prevents 
    sleeve rotation.
> Embedded steel supports increase 
    stability and heavy bag strength.
> Heavy-duty nylon straps provide security 
    and safety.

UNIVERSAL 
HEAVY BAG HANGER

HEAVY BAG BRACKET
W/ PULL UP BAR

SK U : EVHB7R204

ENGINEERED FOR: HEAVY BAG WORKOUT
> Heavy duty, powder-coated steel
> Dual mounting system for easy wall 
   attachment easy installation
> Pull-up station more than just a heavy 
   bag hanger, it features a pull up bar
> For chin ups that is 1 ¼” in diameter for 
   a comfortable grip and a more complete 
   workout. 
> Can support bag up toweight capacity:
   60-70kgs (285 lbs)



ACCESORIES

SKU : 
         

ENGINEERED FOR: GLOVES
> Durable drawstring bag comfortably 
    holds any size training gloves.
> Features front pocket for hand wraps or 
    mouth guard and a mesh water bottle 
    holder.
> Combines Everfresh antimicrobial and 
    Evercool ventilation technologies to 
    prevent odor causing bacterial growth on 
    training gear. 
> Comes packaged on a hang card.

ENGINEERED FOR: GLOVES
> Durable mesh design allows hand wraps 
    to dry and ventilate between training 
    sessions.
> Prevents hand wraps from tangling in 
    washing machine.
> Holds 3- 6 pairs of 180” hand wraps.
> Machine washable.
> Size: 13" tall, 8" wide.
> Merchandised on a hangcard.

420D

GLOVE BAG

TECNOLOGIES :
TECNOLOGY: TECNOLOGY :

SKU : 
         

425D

HAND WRAP WASH BAG

SKU :  EV2628YE

> Inflatable punching tower offers variety of 
    challenging workouts.
> Helps Improve coordination and flexibility, 
    and lets you burn off calories and stress.
> Rocks back and forth with every punch, 
    creating knock-down, instant-up motion 
    that builds endurance and sharpens 
    reflexes.
> Includes foot pump and leak-proof, 
    water-weighted base that fills directly from 
    the tap.
> Made of rugged PVC material; folds flat for 
    storage when not in use.

POWER TOWER
INFLATABLE

SKU : 
         

P00000747

> EVERFRESH™ Glove Deodorizers were built 
   to keep your gloves fresh and ready for the 
   next bell. 
> Made with cotton flannel and filled with 
   natural cedar chips, they absorb moisture 
   and oil to fight odor and bacteria, leaving 
   your gloves smelling fresh. 
> Features EVERFRESH™ anti-microbial 
   technology.

EVERFRESH 
GLOVE DEODORIZERS



ACCESORIES

SKU: 

         

4485

EVERGRIP WEIGHTED 
JUMP ROPE
ENGINEERED FOR: SPEED, ENDURANCE, AGILITY,
COORDINATION, TOTAL BODY CONDITIONING                             
> Adjustable length, 9 ft. plastic speed rope.
> EverGrip™ handles provide added grip while training.
> Removable weights to challenge your cardio and upper 
    body training.
> 1.5 lbs. maximum removable weights
> Precision ball bearing rotation for increased speed.

SKU: 

 

EVIR0W38W

WEIGHTED JUMP ROPE
ENGINEERED FOR: SPEED, ENDURANCE, AGILITY,
COORDINATION, TOTAL BODY CONDITIONING                             
>Perfect for fitness workouts, cardio training, jumping 
exercise, CrossFit, Skipping, speed training, calves, thigh
and forearm strengthening, leg training and endurance training.
>Ergonomically design weighted memory foam handles offer
extra comfort while also preventing palm sweat and providing
a firm grip.
>Weights in jump rope handles are removable.

9’
FEET



ACCESORIES

SKU: 
         

SKU: 
         

> The F.I.T. Shadow Boxer is designed to help develop 
    speed, power, and explosiveness for boxing, MMA, 
    and all fight sports.
> Designed with foam-covered back support and handles 
    for safety and comfort,and double-resistance tubes to 
    help increase strength in arms and shoulders.

P00000789

F.I.T. SHADOW BOXER BATTLING ROPES
ENGINEERED FOR: TOTAL BODY CONDITIONING, STRENGTH,
CARDIOVASCULAR TRAINING, IMPROVED GRIP STRENGTH
+ 30" rope, 1.5" diameter.
+ Durable synthetic blend with contoured handles.

6230B

SKU:  EV3IT12

BOXING DIGITAL CLOCK
Digitally adjustable parameters.
Large 3” Display.
4 level volume control.
Action time range 1-9 minutes (in one minute step)
Rest time range 10-90 seconds (in 5 seconds step)
Interval beep range 0-60 seconds (in 5 seconds step)
Number of rounds range 1-9 or continues.
Pause facility at any instant.



NEON DOUBLE
ADULT SIZE ADULT SIZE

JUNIOR SIZE
2 TONE DOUBLE

44102T  
 NEON ORANGE / WHITE - 

R. BLUE / WHITE - YELLOW/ R.BLUE   

2 TONE SINGLE

 

44052TY

 

4410NE

N PINK / N ORANGE/ N YELLOW
   

ADULT SIZE

JUNIOR SIZE

EVMG12T  
ORANGE / WHITE

  
 BLUE / WHITE
 

GREEN /WHITE

2 TONE SINGLE MOUTHGUARDS

EVMG12TY  
ORANGE / WHITE

  
 BLUE / WHITE

SKU: 4405

ENGINEERED FOR: SPARRING
> Boil and bite design allows for custom molding of 
mouthguard to maximize protection & comfort.

SINGLE MOUTH GUARD

BLACK / CLEAR / PINK

MOUTHGUARDS

N ORANGE / WHITE ROYAL / WHITE 



MOUTHGUARDS
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SKU: 4410       BLACK
         CLEAR

DOUBLE MOUTH GUARD

SKU: 1400007 RED
        1400006 PINK
        1400004 GREY

EVERSHIELD DOUBLE
MOUTHGUARD

2 LAYERS OF
PROTECTION

EVERSHIELD SINGLE
MOUTHGUARD

1 LAYERS OF
PROTECTION

SKU: 1400008       BLUE / BLACK
        1400009       GREEN / GREY

EVERGEL™ MOUTHGUARD

3 LAYERS OF
PROTECTION

ENGINEERED FOR: SPARRING
> Boil-and-bite design allows for custom  
   molding of mouth guard to maximize 
   protection and comfort.
> Center breath channel allows for 
   unobstructed air flow.

ENGINEERED FOR: SPARRING
>Three layer mouth guard construction 
   includes a soft gel inner layer, a shock 
   absorbent Middle layer, surrounded by a 
   more rigid outer shield for ultimate 
   impact protection. Boil ad bite design 
   provides custom molds for a tight, 
   comfortable fit. 
> Includs plastic mouth guard case for 
   clean and secure storage.              

ENGINEERED FOR: SPARRING
> Three layer mouth guard construction 
    includes a soft gel inner layer, a shock 
    absorbent
> Middle layer, surrounded by a more rigid 
    outer shield for ultimate impact 
    protection.
> Boil and bite design provides custom 
    molds for a tight, comfortable fit.
> Includes plastic mouth guard case for 
    clean and secure storage.              

ENGINEERED FOR: SPARRING
> Two layer mouth guard construction includes 
   a shock absorbent inner layer surrouded by a 
   more rigid outer shield for impact protection.   
> Boil and bite design provides custom molds 
   for a tight, comfortable fit. Includes plastic 
   mouth guard case for clean and secure 
   storage.              

TECNOLOGY:

TECNOLOGY:TECNOLOGY:

SKU: 1400003 RED
        1400002 PINK
        1400000 GREY



BOOTS
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ELMA-11C
BLUE NIGHTS

ELMA-11A
BLACK

VOLT
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ELMA-27B
BLACK
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ELMA-41B
BLACK

ELMA-41A
MOOD INDIGO
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ELM-130D
HIGH RISK RED

ULTRA PRO



CAPELLADA
MALLA TEJIDA, CUERO DE MICROFIBRA

SUELA
GOMA
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ELW-129A

ELW-129B
BLACK / FUCSIA

NEON PINK / WHITE



APPAREL



MMA SHORTS

EV55LAM281
BLACK/RED

MATERIALS: 95% POLYESTER, 5% SPANDEX

EV55LAM292
BLUE

EV55LAM291
BLUE

1/S 2/L2/M 1/XL

1/S 2/L2/M 1/XL



EV75LAM201
BLACK

EV75LAM203
BLUE

EV75LAM202
RED

MATERIALS: 70% POLYESTER, 30% SPANDEX

BACK

BACK

BACK

1/S 2/L2/M 1/XL

MMA RASHGUARD



MARTIAL ARTS



MATERIALS: 100% COTTON

MARTIAL ARTS PROTECTORS

EVKU7130
SIZE 000
EVKU7120
SIZE 00 
EVKU7110
SIZE 0
EVKU7101
SIZE 1
EVKU7102
SIZE 2
EVKU7103
SIZE 3
EVKU7104
SIZ E 4
EVKU7105
SIZE 5
EVKU7106
SIZ E 6
EVKU7107
SIZ E 7

Top quality 100% cotton, uniform comfortable 
And easy to care for double line, reinforced 
stitching on the collars and cuffs
Inset panels on jacket for greater durability
Double-layered fabric at shoulders
Bound side vents with tie cords
Crotch gusset with triangular inseam inserts
Elastic drawstring waist

KARATE UNIFORMS

Traditional and versatile, this polyester/cotton 
middleweight, double-wrap belt includes seven
rows of stitching. Width: 1.75"

KARATE BELT

SKU: EVKB7420 
   

COMPETITION HOGU

SKU: EVMA9CP6 
COLOR: Blue / White  - Red / White  

Reversible blue and red hogu
Contoured shape enables freedom of
Movement without compromising safety.
Competition hogu chest protector.
Safeguards top of shoulder.
Adjustable belts.

S   M    L  X L

SKU: EVKG1K60
COLOR:  Blue, Red

Open palm
Adjustable velcro
Reinforced padding
Stitched by durable nylon thread
Seams closed to avoid cuts

KARATE MITTS

SXS    M    L  X L

COLOR:



TOP QUALITY 100% COTTON, UNIFORM COMFORTABLE 
AND EASY TO CARE FOR
Reinforced with Double-Stitching Throughout Jacket and Pants.
Designed with 550-gm Gold Spec-Weave Material and 12oz Twill
Cotton for Superior Strength and Durability.
Lightweight for Ultimate Maneuverability.
Traditional Branded Patch Detailing.

JIU JITSU GI

EVJJ5L001
COLOR:

COLOR:

 Blue
SIZE 1
EVJJ5L002

 Blue

COLOR:  Blue

COLOR:  Blue

COLOR:  Blue

SIZE 2
EVJJ5L003

SIZE 3
EVJJ5L004

SIZE 4
EVJJ5L005

SIZE 5

EVJJ5L811
COLOR: White
SIZE 1
EVJJ5L812
COLOR: White
SIZE 2
EVJJ5L813
COLOR: White
SIZE 3
EVJJ5L814
COLOR: White
SIZE 4
EVJJ5L815
COLOR: White
SIZE 5

AVAILABLE BELTS

JIU JITSU BELTS
100% cotton belts.
Superior cotton for maximum durability.
Thicker than the average martial arts belt.
Each  belt comes with grading bar for stripes.
Especially made for jiu jitsu gis.

EVJJB5L01
COLOR:  White
EVJJB5L02
COLOR:  Blue
EVJJB5L03
COLOR:  Purple
EVJJB5L04
COLOR:  Brown
EVJJB5L05
COLOR:  Black

        1                 2                       3                     4                     5

    51 a 60        57 a 65            65 a 80         80 a 94      92 a 116  
1.55 a 1.62   1.60  a 1.72   1.70 a 1.82    1.80 a 1.91    1.89 a 1.96 
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MARTIAL ARTS PROTECTORS



SHIN/INSTEP GUARD

SKU: EVMA915 

Strong dipped foam for greater shock
Absorption.
Contour design for superior fit and ventilation.
Adjustable hook/loop closure.

Strong dipped foam for greater shock absorption. 
its left and right foot. 
einforced bottom strap. 
we use quality raw material for the manufacturing
of these boots that 
Ensures better ventilation and comfort to the wearer.

HI-TOP BOOTS

SKU: EVMA9K3- BK
COLOR:

COLOR:

HEADGEAR 

SKU: EVMA9H4  
COLOR:

The everlast headgear offers excellent flexibility
And movement and is well ventilated for better comfort.
Available in three color: black, red, and blue.
Sized to fit for children and adult.
High-quality foam head gear
Ear-release canals for added protection to eardrums
during sparring
Protects the top of the head while also allowing
heat to escape
Provides air flow throughout the head gear

S   M    L  X L

S   M    L  X L

S   M    L  X L
SKU: EVMA9P2

Black, Blue, Red

Black, Blue, Red

COLOR: Black, Blue, Red

Black, Blue, Red

HAND PROTECTOR 
Strong dipped foam for greater shock absorption.
Contour design to fit the hand comfortably.
Full-finger coverage for added protection.
Adjustable hook/loop closure.
We use quality raw material for the manufacturing
of these gloves.
That ensures better ventilation and comfort to the wearer.

S   M    L  X L

MARTIAL ARTS PROTECTORS



SKU: 700000 - BL SKU: 700000 - RD SKU: 700000 - PK
COLOR: Blue

SKU: 700000 - BK
COLOR: Black COLOR: Red COLOR: Pink

KEY RINGS



BOXING & MMA

WWW.EVERLASTLATAM.COM

PARA MAYOR INFORMACIÓN COMUNÍQUESE CON SU 
EJECUTIVO DE VENTAS

DEPORTES JIMMY CR S.A
AN AUTHORIZED LICENSEE OF EVERLAST WORLDWIDE INC,
Ofibodegas Capri, Bodega #20, de Multiplaza Escazú, 1 km al norte, 
contiguo al Colegio Blue Valley. Guachipelín. 
San José. Costa Rica

T: (506) 2215 1578 / 2215 1745
C: ventascr@djimmy.net


